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a brief history of
scholarly publishing

the internet

Monograph & Serials Cost
in ARL Libraries, 1986 – 2005

% Change since 1986

Serial Expenditures
increased by 302%
from 1986 to 2005
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Source: ARL Statistic 2004 2005, Association of Research
Libraries, Washington, D.C.
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open access means access to
information without financial,
legal, or technical barriers

open access is a pragmatic
solution
to a real problem in scholarly
communication

Open Access Journals (Gold)
Publishers automatically and immediately make
the work available and allow anyone with an
Internet connection to read it for free.

Open Access Repositories (Green)
Author(s) of a work self-archive the work in an
open access repository. Repositories are often
specific to an institution, a discipline, or a funder.

What about copyright?

Scholars can publish
and keep their rights.

	
  
Many journals let authors
keep some rights.

Who benefits from Open Access?
Students have access to the works they need to
conduct research and write works of their own.
Researchers and other readers have access to
works regardless of their institutional affiliation or
their ability to pay $.

Who benefits from Open Access?
Authors that publish open access research:
• Share research with those who can’t access it
• Promote collaboration with colleagues
• Increased visibility via search engines
• Increased citation rates
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Citation Advantage
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Gargouri Y, Hajjem C, Larivière V, Gingras Y, Carr L, Brody T, et al. (2010) Self-Selected or Mandated, Open Access
Increases Citation Impact for Higher Quality Research. PLoS ONE 5(10): e13636. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0013636

Citation Advantage

From “Point of view: How open science helps researchers succeed” by Erin C. McKiernan et al.
http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.16800. Made available under a Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0.

Public Scholarship

Public Scholarship

open access is a movement

a movement with momentum

a movement led by scholars

Open Access Publishing

Institutional Repositories

academicworks.cuny.edu

Institutional Repositories
CUNY University Faculty Senate Statement & Resolution
WHEREAS there is a need for open-access models to assist libraries and institutions in dealing with the
budgetary challenges presented by the ever-increasing costs charged by journal publishers; and
WHEREAS open-access institutional repositories do not replace traditional publishing but rather serve as an
additional venue for maximizing access to the fruits of faculty research; and
WHEREAS numerous universities have created open-access institutional repositories and associated policies,
and many more universities are currently working toward such repositories and policies; and
WHEREAS the City University of New York is committed to educating the public and making knowledge
accessible and affordable; therefore let it be
RESOLVED that the University Faculty Senate supports the development of an open-access institutional
repository for the City University of New York, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that in accordance with best practices, guidelines for depositing materials into the
CUNY repository should be created by faculty appointed by the UFS working with the Office of Library
Services and should include recommendations to faculty to deposit finished journal articles, preprints,
chapters, etc. The guidelines should encourage but not require faculty to contribute to the repository, and
ensure that depositing a work into the repository will not affect the author’s copyright.

Disciplinary Repositories

http://nyti.ms/1XsJPHp

https://commons.mla.org/

what about Academia.edu?

scholars want to share

#ElsevierGate

there is work to do

commercial publishers want
to maintain a monopoly on
the knowledge economy

what can you do?

publish in open access journals

https://doaj.org/

know your rights

share your research in
open access repositories

join the conversation

#openaccessweek

www.openaccessweek.org

thank you

Megan Wacha
Scholarly Communications Librarian
City University of New York
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